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Fiction
The Last Time I Saw You by Liv Constantine
Supported by her childhood best friend in the aftermath of her mother's murder, a
prominent heart surgeon receives threatening taunts from the killer and risks her
mental stability in her desperation to solve the case.

Waisted by Randy Susan Meyers
Agreeing to become documentary subjects in their desperation to lose weight, two
successful working moms, each struggling with family discrimination, discover selflove and sisterhood while plotting against the exploitative creators of their show.

The Never Game by Jeffery Deaver
Searching for a missing woman in Silicon Valley, an expert tracker is pitted against
dark elements in the billion-dollar gaming industry and a serial killer who stages
scenes from his favorite game. By the award-winning author of The Bone Collector.

The Guest Book by Sarah Blake
The bereaved matriarch of a powerful early-20th-century American family makes a
fateful decision that reverberates throughout two subsequent generations further
impacted by racism, reversed circumstances and disturbing revelations. By the best-

Ask Again, Yes by Mary Beth Keane
When a violent event forcibly ends their romance, the son and daughter of two
NYPD rookies reconnect years later and struggle to prevent the past from triggering another separation. By the author of Fever.

The Sentence is Death by Anthony Horowitz
Detective Daniel Hawthorne and his literary sidekick risk their lives to expose dangerous secrets while investigating the murder of a celebrity divorce lawyer and teetotaler who was bludgeoned to death with an expensive bottle of wine.

The Island by Ragnar Jonasson
An award-winning follow-up to The Darkness finds Detective Inspector Hulda Hermannsdóttir searching for answers when a weekend trip among friends at an old
hunting lodge in the Westfjords is upended by a killing linked to a decade-old case.

Non-Fiction
Things My Son Needs to Know About the World by Fredrik
Backman
Whimsical essays by the best-selling author of A Man Called Ove celebrate the first
steps, milestones and foibles of modern parenthood, sharing father-to-son advice
on everything from finding a place to belong to beating Monkey Island 3.

Truth Worth Telling: A Reporter’s Search for Meaning in the
Stories of Our Times by Scott Pelley
The award-winning CBS Evening News anchor and 60 Minutes correspondent presents an uplifting memoir from the frontlines of international journalism that includes firsthand insights into major historical events and world leaders.
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